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1. Introduction 
In the present paper we are continuing our investigations initiated in [2]. (See 
also [3] and P. G. NEVAI [5].) 
As in the papers mentioned, we denote by p„(W; x) the wth degree orthogonal 
polynomial with respect to the weight JV(x) ( — co<x<°°) and by Xn{W) we denote 
the greatest zero of pn(W; x). Through all our present paper we assume that W(x) 
is even.1) 
The most typical result of this paper is 
T h e o r e m 1. Let 
(1) . WQ(x) = txV{-2Q{x)} 
where Q(x) is an even differentiate function, increasing for x>0, for which xQQ'(x) 
is increasing for some 1 then we have 
(2) . Clq„ ^ Xn(WQ) S c2q„ 
where c u c2 do not depend on n, and qs (,v>0) is determined by the equation 
(3) ° qsQ'{qs)=s. 
Let us observe that as a consequence of our assumption ATQ'(.X) is also increasing 
for x > 0 so that the sequence is well defined. 
We obtain Theorem 1 as a consequence of far more general but slightly technical 
estimates (see Theorem 2 and Theorem 3). • 
Theorem 1 is applicable for the case & , ( * ) = y (a>0) and we obtain 
X„(WQ )~nlla. This was proved earlier for positive even integer values of a by the 
author in [2] and for general a > 0 by G. P. NEVAI [5]. 
Estimates for the zero with greatest modulus of p„(tV; x) are obtained in the general case 
by combining the result of this paper by Lemma 7 of our preceding paper [3]. 
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We conjectured in our paper [3] that an inequality similar to (2) might hold 
under the less restrictive condition that xQ'(x) is increasing for x > 0 . 2) This problem 
remains unsettled. 
2. Preliminary estimates 
In all our paper we assume that W(x) is an even continuous positive function on the 
whole real line. It follows that 
(4) G,(W) = exp J - I / log [W($ cos 0)] rfflj 
is well defined and finite for every 
We need also the trunkated weights 
/r\ \W{x) ( W s i ) 
L e m m a 1. The leading coefficients yv(W) resp. yv(W^ of the orthogonal poly-
nomials pv(W;x) resp. pv(lV^; x) satisfy for every £>0 
(6) r 1 / 2 ( | ) V [ G ? W ] - 1 / 2 . 
P r o o f . (See also [4], part 2.) We have 
i 
f \p*{Wi\ iOI2 wm dt = r 1 / P2AWs, x)W{(x) dx = r : 1 
and by setting z = eie, t = cos0 = —(z + z_1) 
JVt; j t i z + z-1) 
2 1 Wtf cos 0) Isin 01 dB = —. 
rcç 
Since W(x) is positive and continuous we have log IV(i' cos 0)€L for every 
2) In general cjs and q2s have not the same order of increase for i — As a consequence of 
the reasonable hypothesis for the general case is that there exist positive numbers c3 , c 4 , 4 and c6 
depending only on the choice of WQ for which we have 
czqCi„ 3 X„(fVQ) ^ c6qC6„. 
As a consequence of our additional.assumption that x"Q'(x) is increasing for a 1 we have qcn~qn 
for every fixed o O . (See (31).) 
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fixed c >0 . By a theorem of G. SZEGO (see e.g. [6], part 10) there exists a function 
D (z) 6 H2 satisfying a.e. 
(8) \D(e'e)\2 = cos 6) |sin 0| 
and 
(9) D(0) = exp / l o g [ ^ ( c c o s 0)Jsin 0\] ¿flj = J = [C^W)]1'2. 
Now 
(10) Pv(z) = zvp 
is a polynomial of degree 2v for which we have 
<NV (11) - P M = y № 1 
. By construction PVD£H2 so that by (9) and (11) resp. by (7), (8), and (10) 
11/2 
^ lGt{W)?'2 [|-)V = D(0)Pv(0) ^ / \Pv(e")D(e>°)\2 dO}* = (n^y 1/2 
By reshuffling terms in this inequality we obtain the second part of (6). The first 
part of (6) follows from Wi(x) W(x), q.e.d. 
We turn to investigate the Christoffel functions (see e.g. [1]) 
(12) ¿ n m x ) = \ Z P l W x ) 
in-l I - 1 
 \Zr2< 
l v = 0 
L e m m a 2. We have for every pair every (x, q) with > 0 
(13) x) ^ *) ^ A " . 
P r o o f . The first part of (13) is a consequence of W4(x)^W(x). To prove 
the second part first we observe that all zeroes xkv=xkv( of pv (We; x) are con-
tained "in (—£,<!;) (since (x)=0 for and the xkv's are distributed sym-
metrically around.the origin (since is even). Consequently we have for every 
natural v 
(14) l ^ v ( ^ ; x ) | = y v (^ )W v _ 2 C v / 2 ] II (x2-4v) ^ 
xfcv=-0 
yv{Wd Wv ^ y i (})V r1/2rGi W]-1/2Mv 
the last part in consequence of (6). 
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By (14) we have 
2 Í 21x1 l2v 
(15) • A B " W ; X) s A - H ^ ; x) = 2 *) ^ - K G ^ ] " 1 2 M r 1 = 
. v = 0 7t • v=0 I C j 
n - l 2 M
 12,1 
» f K G i C w o r - W L . w . _ ! 
£ 
Under the assumption (15) implies (13), q.e.d. 
R e m a r k . We assumed in the proof only that W(x) is nonnegative and that Gt(W) is finite. 
The example of Chebychev polynomials and |£| = 1, M —~ shows that under this less stringent 
assumptions the factor 2/ji in (15) is best possible for every n s 2 . By a continuity argument it fol-
lows that_2/7t is the best possible factor even if only continuous positive weights are admitted. 
3. The fundamental estimates for Xn(W) 
T h e o r e m 2. We have for every £ > 0 and every A S1 
4 ( 2 
(16) Xn(W)^A{ + — \ j j [G.iW)}^ f v2"-1 IV(x) dx. 
P r o o f . By Chebychev's theorem 
(17) Xn(W)= sup J x[P(x)fW(x)dx 
P € 1 > „ - I 
where is the set of polynomials P(x) of degree /7 — 1 at most for which we have 
(18). / [P(x)fW(x)dx • 1. 
As a consequence of (18) we have 
(19) [P(x)f ^ x) (-~<x<=o). 
By (19) and (13) 
-AS ~ 4 ~ (2XY"~2 
(20) | { / + f}x[P(x)?W(x)dx\^2 — c[Gs(W)]-1 f x\ — \ W(x)dx = 
— oo Al; Al, ' ' ' • 
. ( j Y " - 1 °° 
^ m r 1 f x2"-^w{x)dx. 
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By (18) we have 
AS 
(21) f x[P(x)fW(x)dx =§ Ac, 
-At; 
Now (16) follows from (17), (20) and (21), q.e.d. 
T h e o r e m 3. We have for every even nonnegative W and every c, > 0 
I 
1 i 2 " 1 2 , 1 - 2 
(22) X n ( W ) ^ j \ ^ f W ( x ) d x \ {e-'G^W)}'' 
— e o ' 
P r o o f . By [2] we have 
Consequently 
"rr1 Jv-iiW) 7o (W) 1 (23) [ X n ( W ) r ^ n 
V = 1 V v ( V } yn-!m{ f W ( x ) d x y 
(22) is implied by (6) and (23), q.e.d. 
4. Special cases of the fundamental estimates 
Let us assume that W(x) is even, continuous, positive, decreasing for x > 0 and 
that for every natural v 
(24) lim xvW{x) = 0. 
X-*<x> 
For such W and for every v there exists a smallest satisfying 
(25) ZVVW(U = maxxvW(x). 
I S O 





j _ n —2 
2 f W(x) dx 
K g l i J f « * - 1 ) ] 2 " - 2 ^ JT. i fF) S 12 + ^ w - 1 ! ^ 
P r o o f . Since W(x) is decreasing for x > 0 we have 
(27) G((W) S W(0. 
Inserting ^ = in (22) and taking (27) in consideration we obtain the left 
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hand side of (26). To obtain the right hand side, let us insert in (16) A=2 and £ = 
thus by (27) 
oo oo . 
(28) f f x - ^ d x ^ - L - ^ G ^ W ) . 
2«4 „ 2i4„ l n A 
From (28) and (16) with A=2, ¿; = £4„ we get the second half of (26), q.e.d. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1.3) By (1), (3) and (25) we have Zv=qm. Since x9Q'(x) 
is increasing we have by assumption for every 0 < s < S 
S = qsQ'{qs) (qsY~e 
. s qsQ'(qs) ~ UJ ' 
i.e. 
i 
(29) % s (0 
Assuming S 1 we have by (3) 
Q(Q ^ g ( l ) + «<2'(i.) f't-'dt < Q(i) + - i -
{ 1-0 
and this is valid also for since-Q(x) is increasing. Consequently 
( 3 0 ) W { S , 2 „ - d = e - W i m - d s e - a e w - a a - o - M a n - D _ 1 ) e - 2 ( i - „ ) - i ( 2 « - i ) 
The estimates (2) follow from (26), (29) and (30), q.e.d. 
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